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Abstract

Because boundary layers with small thermal and mechanical inertias approxi
mate steady-state conditions, the associated density and momentum fluxes tend 
to be constant with depth. As a result, these fluxes may be chosen as exter
nal parameters, and it then becomes possible to apply Monin-Obukhov similarity 
theory. For fluids with large thermal inertias such as the ocean, the density flux 
is a function of depth; thus, the external thermal forcing is no longer a governing 
parameter. In addition, if the mechanical inertia is also large, the structure of 
the boundary layer is not universal because it depends on the previous evolu
tion of the thermal and mechanical forcing. However, if the mechanical inertia 
is small, the dynamical structure of the boundary layer adjusts almost instan
taneously to the density structure and the mechanical forcing. This property 
allows us to generalize the Monin-Obukhov theory for stratifiedboundary layers 
through specification of a stratification parameter which characterizes the in
ternal density structure instead of the external density flux. The thermal time 
scale for the upper ocean is relatively large whereas the dynamical time scale is 
1-2 orders of magnitude shorter. Consequently, the upper ocean may be con
sidered steady-state in a dynamical sense and any dynamical property depends 
primarily on the depth, surface momentum flux, and the vertical density struc
ture. Based on this assumption, we can choose the appropriate scaling for the 
turbulent mixing coefficient. A nondimensional turbulent mixing coefficient is 
derived which depends on the stratification parameter which, in turn, includes 
the surface stress and the integral density deficit for the entire layer above. The
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general form and asymptotic behavior of the nondimensional turbulent mixing 
coefficient as a function of the stratification parameter is formally obtained us
ing dimensional considerations. Its structure is determined using empirical data 
obtained in the atmospheric boundary layer. The final formulation is based on 
8 years of temperature profiles acquired at Ocean Weather Ship (OWS) PAPA. 
This approach reproduces the 8-year evolution of the upper ocean with a max
imum rms difference of approximately 1 K and a bias of 1 K over the depth 
range of 0-150m. An additional 1-year simulation of the upper ocean at OWS 
CHARLEY and a 9-year simulation at OWS NOVEMBER suggest the universal 
nature of t is approach. Overall, the simple turbulent mixing scheme which is 
derived reproduces the evolution of the upper ocean with accuracies similar to 
those obtained using more complicated models. Related problems of sea surface 
temperature data assimilation and its predictability are also considered. In addi
tion, an investigation of mixed layer deepening forced by constant wind and mass 
exchange is performed. Finally, estimates of the influence of vertical resolution 
on the accuracy of model simulations are obtained.
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1. Introduction

The most important ocean characteristics which is responsible for ocean- 
atmosphere thermodynamic interaction is sea surface temperature (SST). 
The primary spatial and temporal variations in temperature are concentrated 
in a seasonally-active upper layer, whose depth is mainly determined by the 
amplitude of the seasonal variations in mass exchange, intensity of wind 
mixing, and vertical motion. This active layer is usually topped by a so- 
called mixed layer (ML), where vertical gradients of temperature are very 
small. The physics of ML are similar to that of atmospheric surface layer 
but with specific features which are different due to high thermal inertia of 
water (see discussion in section 2). Assuming that vertical fluxes of heat and 
momentum in the atmospheric surface layer are of the same order, we can 
estimate that ratio r of vertical temperature differences in water ATw and in 
air ATa

(c^,, pw and ca, pa are specific heat capacity and density of water and air 
correspondingly) is of order 0.01. This does not mean, however, that strat
ification the ML is neutral, because the ratio of Monin-Obukhov scales for 
water Lw and for air La are

(a ~ 2 • 10 4C~1 is a coefficient of thermal expansion of water) and turns 
out to be of order 1, and thus the role of stratification in the ML is compa
rable to that in the atmospheric surface layer. Consequently, the ML may 
be considered homogeneous only in a sense that the gradients of tempera
ture here are much less than it is below the ML in the upper thermocline, 
where the temperature gradient is large (approaching values of 1 Km~l) and 
the Richardson number (Ri) is usually high. Nevertheless, even under very 
stable conditions, the heat and mass fluxes still greatly exceed those which 
result from molecular diffusion, and significant variations in temperature in 
upper thermocline are usually observed. Therefore, without considering heat 
transfer in upper themocline, it is not possible to reproduce the variations
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of SST. Although the mechanism of heat exchange between ML and upper 
thermocline is understood poorly, several processes are most likely responsi
ble for producing vertical heat exchange between ML and upper thermocline 
(Large et al, 1994, Garret, 1995):

1. After the decrease in dynamical forcing or an increase in heating, new 
discontinuities in density form which result in the trapping of lower part of 
ML and its assimilation into upper thermocline.

2. Pure turbulent entrainment is produced by intense mechanically-generated 
or convective turbulent eddies due to strong winds and/or surface cooling.

3. Mixing is produced by breaking of internal waves. Measurements show 
that this type of mixing is always present in ocean interior (Gregg, 1987). 
The ensemble effect of this intermittent turbulence produces a momentum 
and heat exchange between ML and upper thermocline and vertical fluxes in 
ocean interior.

4. Mixing is produced by surface waves. Nonlinear surface waves can pro
duce mixing and also internal waves which finally break, creating turbulence.

5. Mixing is produced by irreversible components of secondary motions such 
as Langmuir circulation, resuling from dynamic instability of ML which may 
be coupled to the surface waves.

Because SST is very sensitive to vertical mixing in upper layer, ocean 
models should clearly be able to parametrize this process. Generally, the 
term )parameterization’ may be defined as a formulation of rules for mod
eling the subgrid processes responsible for energy transformations in terms 
of the large-scale variables. For ocean models, ’large-scale’ corresponds to 
variables which are averaged over 4-D space-time boxes with horizontal size 
of order of 1-100 km, vertical size of order of 1-10 m and time intervals of or
der 1 min-1 hour. The specific feature of upper ocean is its well pronounced 
fine structure and multiscale space and temporal variability (Monin et al. 
1977, Fedorov XXX),. Horizontally averaged fields loose this structure and 
thus oversimplify the real processes. This dramatic gap between ocean model 
scales and the actual scales observed ’in situ’ reduces the parameterization
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problem to purely phenomenological, consisting of the construction the em
pirical relationships between averaged external forcing and related large-scale 
variations of the upper ocean. Thus, observational data which are needed 
to formulate and validate various parameterizations should encompass large 
time and space scales. Space-averaged data (except for remotely sensed 
SSTs) are usually unavailable, and so, long series of temperature, salinity 
(and current) profiles should be used. Such data have only been obtained at 
Ocean Weather Stations (OWS), where where long-time series of tempera
ture profiles were obtained. Most models of of the ML have been developed 
using these data in spite of their relatively low accuracy.

A simulation of upper ocean is based on heat conductivity equation. 5

dT dw'T'
dt dz (3)

where u,u',w',T' have standard definitions, and the axis z points up.

Eq. (3) assumes horizontal homogeneity. In general case, this equation 
should incorporate the effects of 3-D advection and horizontal mixing, thus, 
Eq. (3) may be also treated as a ’submodel’ of a general circulation ocean 
model which uses numerical splitting method.

Models of upper ocean may be divided into two groups: (1) parametric 
and (2) differential. In parametric (or so-called ’bulk’) models, the general 
structure of upper ocean is assumed to be known, and as a result equations 
can be derived for the parameters describing this structure. The parametric 
models take their origin from Kraus and Turner (1967) which first intro
duced the concept of a mixed layer characterized by temperature and depth, 
and then derived the equations for describing its evolution.Most parametric 
models contain only the following parameters: depth of mixed layer h, its 
temperature Ts, and certain characteristics of upper thermocline which are 
assumed to be known: temperature difference at the bottom of mixed layer
Ts — Th, or vertical temperature gradient in upper thermocline , or\dz J h+0

5For simplicity, we consider in this introduction only thermal processes but generally 
upper ocean models should take into account salinity as well. Volume heating by short
wave radiation is also neglected
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both these parameters. One evolutionary equation may be obtained by in
tegrating (3) over depth up to 2 = h taking into account the variability of 
h.

, dTs dh —— ——-
h-fa =~{Ta~ Th)— - rn'T' |z=0 +w'T' \z=h (4)

Here Th is the temperature at the botom of ML. First term in (4) de
scribes the heat exchange between ML and underlying thermocline produced 
by displacement of lower boundary of ML. This term can be interpreted only 
when dh/dt > 0. In the opposite situation when dh/dt < 0, a formal use 
the (4) would assume that process inverse to mixing occurs, when cooled by 
Ts — Th water is transfered to the underlying region. Instead, Kraus and 
Termer (1967) suggested that entrainment in this case is absent. In reality, 
the depth of ML may decrease through the formation of a new temperature 
discontinuity in the ML arising when the wind weakens or heating increases. 
Often, a new temperature discontinuity moves down and reaches a base of the 
ML. The term —w'T' |z=0 represents the kinematic heat exchange through 
the surface 6, and —w'T' \z=h describes heat diffusion through the bottom of 
ML at z = —h. Since this term is unknown, further assumptions are related 
to its parameterization.

A simple way to derive an additional equation consists of multiplying 
equation(3) by z and again integrating over depth. As a result, we obtain an 
equation for a quantity which is proportional to potential energy for a unit 
column of depth h:

^ + (T,-n)^=ljP\,=l,-f_^dz (5)

This equation again contains unknown variables Ts — Th, w'T' \z=h and 
the term f°h w'T'dz which is proportional to a mutual transformation of po
tential energy and kinetic energy of tutbulence. This term may be obtained 
from integrating the equation of kinetic energy of turbulence over the depth 
of ML. This equation introduces dynamic forcing through the action of wind 
sress and turbulent energy flux from dissipating waves. Unfortunately, the

6Strickly speaking, due to surface kinematic boundary condition, this term becomes 
zero at interface. Thus, heat exchange through the surface may occur by molecular con
ductivity (and also from incoming solar radiation and by sprays)
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final equations cannot be derived formally because equation for turbulent 
energy contains nonlinear production and dissipation terms and last of them 
has singularity near the surface. Thus, the relations so obtained are quali
tative, leaving ample room for different ’ad hoc’ constructions. As a result, 
a large number of schemes for parameterizing the oceanic and atmosheric 
mixed layers have appeared.

Kitaigorodskii and Miropolskii (1970) used a different approach for parametriz
ing the strucrure of seasonally active layer based on similarity considerations. 
They assumed that continuous temperature profiles in seasonal active layer 
may be described as

T — J 
1 

'^'s'> Z — h-m 
Ta- (Ts - Ta)M((), hm<h<ha

/„n

where unknown variables are still ML depth, hm, and the ML temperature,
Ts. The external parameters are depth of the seasonally active layer ha 
and the temperature at the bottom Ta of this layer, which are assumed 
to be known or can be derived from a large-scale ocean model. M(() in 
(6) is an empirical nondimensional function of nondimesional depth £ =
(z — h)/(ha — hm), approximated as

M(0 = |c - 2C2 + if4 (7)

Relations (6), (7) embrace a large variety of temperature profiles in up
per ocean. Advantage of this approach is that: (1) due to discontinuity of 
temperature profile (6) within the active layer, no hypothesis for turbulent 
entrainment is required, and (2) variability of Ta is much less than that of 
Th in previous scheme. Of course, uncertanties arising from the integration 
of the turbulent energy equation over depth arise here also.

Because all parametric schemes use many arbitrary assumptions, this ap
proach may be considered as a pure heuristic, based mostly on empirical data. 
Numerous calculations (see review by Large et al. 1994) showed that after 
appropriate tuning 7 bulk models (based sometimes on different assumptions)

7A delicate process consisting of modifying the formulation of a model to obtain better 
results and also indirectly to take into account effects which were not included. Models 
which need tuning for simulating different data sets cannot be used for parameterizing.
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are able to reproduce the evolution of temperature and depth of mixed layer 
satisfactorily. An advantage of this approach is its computational efficiency. 
The mathematical formulation of these models is simple, and it may be fully 
analysed for obtaining fast computing and robust numerical scheme. Never
theless, there are disadvantages of this approach also:

1. Oversimplification of the structure of upper ocean. In reality, temperature 
profiles are continuous, so, the definition of hm and Ts — Th (or Ta and ha) 
cannot be made objectively.

2. Oversimplifying the heat exchange mechanisms between ML and upper 
thermocline, and neglecting thermal conductivity in the upper thermocline.

3. Inconsistencies arise with differential formulations of ocean models. If 
gridded vertical temperature profiles are treated as step functions, it is un
clear which temperature discontinuity corresponds to the lower boundary of 
ML. Truncated temperature profiles with the same accuracy may be treated 
also as continuous functions, thus, the ML depth cannot also be derived ob
jectively again. As a result, the uncertainties arise in combining differential 
ocean models with bulk model of upper ocean.

In fact, the bulk models are well suited for describing the evolution of 
ML per se but they do not fully describe the evolution of upper ocean which 
results from turbulent exchange between ML and upper thermocline.

The altenative approach, based on differential equations and closure hy
potheses, may be applied formally for the evolution of the entire upper ocean. 
Nevertheless, the applicability of this approach to modeling turbulent en
trainment and vertical diffusivity in upper thermocline is very questionable.

ft is well known that all models of turbulent flow which are based on 
the Friedman-Keller equations (Monin and Yaglom, 1971) assume the exis
tence of fully-developed turbulence which produces a cascade of energy from 
the mean flow to large and small eddies. The presence of fine structure 
and the almost complete absence of turbulence below ML shows that these 
fundamental assumptions are violated. Thus, models which are based on 
closure schemes are realistic only within ML and within turbulent patches
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which arise, for example, from breaking the internal waves. It should not 
be assumed that the equations for diffusion of temperature and momentum 
together with the equation for turbulent energy, rate of dissipation, lenght 
scales relationships, etc, can adequately describe the processes of entrainment 
and mixing under stable stratification. First, the effects of intermittency of 
mixing, statistical dynamics of internal waves and coherent structures are 
completely not represented in any turbulent closure model. Second, all of 
these systems of equations predescribe the dissapearance of turbulence when 
the rate of the transformation of turbulent kinetic energy to potential energy 
approaches to the rate of generation. This is true from the point of view of 
conventional theory of turbulence, but it is not correct physically, because 
turbulence in this case continues to act, but in a transformed and poorly un
derstood manner (e.g. Gregg, 1987, Muller, 1993). Also, it is unlikely that 
by adding more complexity to existing closure schemes is possible to reach 
better results.8 If these models are applied to entire upper ocean, they are 
likely to fail, because they ignore the specific physics of mixing under stable 
stratification, which, however, is taken into account in the bulk models.

It may be shown that numerical models of ML based on differential ap
proach in some cases do not approximate an initial differential equations. 
Here we consider only one aspect of the problem - turbulent entrainment at 
the base of ML. Assume that a mixing model, based on an appropriate clo
sure scheme, is able to describe the general features of turbulence for small 
positive Ri numbers. As we approach to to the upper thermocline, Ri con
tinues to increase, and eventally reaches the critical value Ricr where the 
turbulent coefficient approaches zero or is replaced by some small ’residual’ 
value, which is essentially a tuning parameter. During periods of heating 
when the ML is well pronounced and upper thermocline has a sharp gradi
ent, this transition occurs very quickly, sometimes within a single vertical 
step in a numerical model. In this case, the evolution of the depth of ML de
pends completely on the details of the numerical scheme. In schemes where 
the gradient of temperature and the turbulent coefficient are calculated at

For example, Kantha and Clayson (1995) recently suggested a scheme consisting of 6 
highly complicated equations supplemented by about 20 additional differential expessions. 
The equations contain 10 so-called ’constants’. This ’submodel’ is more complicated than 
complete ocean model, and, due to its high order, requires hundreds of gridpoints. This 
model cannot be fully investigated and its solution may fall into unwanted regimes.
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the same point, the rate of displacement for discontinuties depends only on a 
residual value for turbulent coefficient, thus, it has been introduced manually. 
In most models, this effect is hidden because staggered grids are used. For 
such scheme temperature diffusion near density discontinuities is produced 
not by the limiting value for K but by half of the sum of this value and the 
adjacent value, which may be not small. Heat transfer is thus enhanced in 
the upper thermocline, and its value becomes crucially dependent on vertical 
resolution. Thus, under the same forcing, the depth of ML can grow quickly 
for coarse resolutions and does not change for fine resolutions (when residual 
value of K is equal to zero). Thus, the key mechanism for ML evolution 
is not adequately reproduced in turbulent closure models. Of course, some 
artificial modifications may be taken to reduce this effect, but in this case 
precisely these modifications obtain the main importance, and turbulence 
model itself works only above the entrainment level in ML where mixing is 
relatively simple. Of course, differential models also may be tuned, but com
parison of such models with bulk ML models does not show that either type 
has obvious advantages. (Martin, 1985).

Thus, we conclude that in both approaches the exchange of heat and 
mass between the ML and the seasonal thermocline remains an obscure is
sue. Obviously, it is impossible at present to derive a physical model which 
describes from first principles the ensemble effect of all processes which may 
be responsible for vertical mixing in the upper layer. This is why we propose 
a simple phenomenological approach consisting of the analysis of resulting 
effects of different and poorly understood processes, in terms of an effective 
heat conductivity coeffficient. Our approach to quantify mixing in the up
per ocean is based on a modification to the similarity theory of Monin and 
Obukhov. This approach is also somewhat analogous to a nonlocal param
eterization of turbulent mixing applied to the atmospheric surface layer by 
Troen and Mahrt, (1986) and recently applied to the oceanic ML by Large 
et al. (1994). Taking into account the large thermal inertia of the ocean, we 
have introduced a new nonlocal stratification parameter which makes possi
ble a realistic and very simple description of mixing in the ML and the upper 
thermocline.
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2. Similarity considerations

Similarity theory (Obukhov, 1946; Monin and Obukhov, 1954) has been 
used extensively to describe the atmospheric surface layer (ASL). However, 
the general basis for similarity theory must be revised for application to 
the ocean. Consider the ASL with height h ~ 10 m whose structure is 
governed by the wind stress r and the surface heat flux H multiplied by a 
buoyancy parameter ^ (g is the acceleration of gravity and T is the absolute 
temperature in K). The averaged equations for temperature and momentum 
evolution are

dT dw'T'
dt (8)dz ’

du dw'u'
(9)dt dz '

where u,u',w',T' have standard definitions. These equations allow us to 
estimate the dynamical (Tda) and thermal (Tta) time scales as

T, — PaUgh rp _ capaATh /in\
^-da T } -Ca Hi (10)

where Ua is the wind velocity, r and H are the surface stress and heat flux, re
spectively, AT is the vertical temperature difference across the surface layer 
(— 1 ~ 2 K), pa and ca are the density and specific heat capacity of air, 
respectively, and h is a height scale for the ASL. With appropriate values of 
r ~ 0.3 Nm 2, H ~ 10 — 100 Wm 2 and h ~ 10 m, (10) gives values for 
Tda — Tta = 102 — 103 s. These time scales indicate that for periods > Tda 
and Tta, the thermal and the dynamical structure of the surface layer may 
be considered to be steady-state. The relatively small thermal and mechan
ical inertias of the surface layer produce a rapid response to external forcing 
which explains why Monin-Obukhov similarity theory was generally success
ful when applied to the lower atmosphere.

Next, we estimate similar time scales for the upper oceanic boundary 
layer. If we assume that r and H are the same for both media, then

Tdw = p'u^wh Tt = CwPwATh (11)
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For a vertical temperature difference AT ~ 1 K and a surface current veloc
ity Uw — .03Ua and a layer depth h ~ 10 m, the corresponding time scales 
for Tdw are ~ 104 s and ~ 105 — 106 s for Ttw.

As expected, the time scales for the ocean greatly exceed those for the 
atmosphere. This difference is due to the greater density and heat capacity 
of water which acts to decrease the rates of momentum and heat evolution. 
Thus, the steady-state assumption for thermal structure is formally valid 
only for layer depths of the order of l-10cm. However, this scale is meaning
less in the presence of waves; thus, Monin-Obukhov similarity theory cannot 
be applied directly to the upper ocean.

A second property of the oceanic boundary layer, which distinguishes it 
from the ASL, is the large difference between the dynamical and thermal time 
scales (1-2 orders). This difference arises because the ratio of heat capacity 
to density is larger for water than it is for air, and because oceanic motions 
are smaller than atmospheric motions by almost two orders of magnitude.

These scale differences imply that dynamical adjustment of the upper 
ocean occurs 1-2 orders of magnitude faster than it does for thermal adjust
ment. A representative value for the dynamical time scale is of the order 
of several hours. A typical period for significant changes to occur in the 
atmosphere varies from one to several days; thus, in a dynamical sense, the 
upper ocean is approximately steady-state. However, the thermal state of the 
upper ocean is essentially unsteady. As a result, the heat flux is a function 
of depth and its surface value is not a governing parameter as was assumed 
when similarity theory was applied to the atmosphere. On the other hand, 
the surface stress is an important external parameter due to the relatively 
short dynamical time scale in the oceanic case.

Consider the evolution of the upper oceanic layer with a characteristic 
depth h « L where L is a horizontal length scale = 104 — 105 m with a 
time scale > Tdw. We assume that kinetic energy is acquired at these scales 
only from the surface above. The stratification of the upper layer is described 
by its vertical density distribution p(z,i). We now formulate the similarity 
hypothesis: for steady-state flow, any dynamical property D(z,t) (e.g., tur
bulent energy, its rate of dissipation, or the turbulent mixing coefficient) may
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be represented in the following form

D(z, t) = D*(t)FD y~P(zi *)> v'*> ZJ (12)

where p0 is the mean density of sea water, D„ is an appropriate scale (hav
ing the same dimension as D), v* = \J{t/pw) is the water friction velocity, 
and Fd is a function describing the joint influence of dynamical forcing and 
stratification. The density profile p(z) may be represented by a sufficient 
number of moments of the form fo(p(y) - p(0))yndy (n = 1,2,3...). As a 
first approximation we assume that the stratification can be represented with 
reasonable accuracy by a moment of low order. A suitable nondimensional 
stratification parameter, Sp, may be expressed, for example with n = 1, as

1 Io(p(z') ~p(0))z'dz'
(13)zvi

This parameter represents (to within an arbitrary numerical factor) the ratio 
of the potential energy of the layer to its kinetic energy. It is positive for 
stable stratification and vice versa. Monin-Obukhov similarity theory may 
now be applied in terms of this integral parameter. We can replace the 
instantaneous values of heat flux by a single parameter which characterizes 
the entire layer above. This approach represents a reformulation of Monin- 
Obukhov theory since any result based on this theory can also be expressed 
in terms of the integral parameter, Sp. For example, the turbulent mixing 
coefficient, Kt, may be expressed as

Kt
Kt = (14)KVt(z + Zq)

where FT is a function which approximates a nondimensional temperature 
profile, ( = f is a nondimensional height, and L is the Monin-Obukhov 
length scale given by

(15)n-B-w'p'
PO r

(See Monin and Yaglom (1971) for details). When z = 0, the turbulent mix
ing coefficient equals kv„zq. This formal result is useful for approximating 
temperature profiles for depths where 2 >> z0. For wind profiles above the
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sea surface, z0 is of the order of 10 4m.

The dynamical and thermal structure of the ML depends primarily on the 
conditions which exist at the ocean surface. For winds < 5ms-1, the ocean 
surface is relatively smooth and no wave breaking occurs. In this case, the 
surface kinematic boundary condition is valid for all scales and heat transfer 
is maintained by molecular processes. When winds exceed 5 — 8ms-1, the 
ocean surface becomes unstable and wave breaking occurs. In this case, heat 
(and momentum) exchange across the ocean surface is far more intense than 
it would be for a smooth surface. 9 We assume that a well-mixed subsurface 
layer is formed over the depth hs which is ~ 1 m. For steady-state wave fields, 
a unique length scale T = v%/g can be obtained from the Charnock (1955) 
relation where we assume that the penetration depth hs is proportional to 
T. Equation (14) may now be expressed as

where Cs is an empirically-determined constant of the order of 104 — 10s. 
Because a typical value for hs is ~ 1 m, the direct influence of surface waves 
on ML structure is usually not important, but when hs (or z0) is introduced, 
it removes a singularity in the heat diffusion equation which occurs at 2 = 0. 
As a result, the solution becomes exact as the resolution is increased.

The stratification parameter Sp given in (13) may now be expressed in 
terms of the function Ft as

= K-2 /Vr(C') - FT((o))Cd('. (17)

Equations (16) and (17) express implicitly the dependence of Kt on the 
stratification parameter Sp.

9Note that the roughnes parameter below the sea surface differs from its counterpart 
in the atmospheric boundary layer since it now characterises not the typical height of 
roughness elementss but rather the entire depth of the subsurface layer which is mixed by 
breaking processes. Thus, we expect that z0 below the sea surface should be considerably 
larger than it is in air.
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The order of the moment included in the integral for Sp may be chosen 
arbitrarily. For convenience, we choose a simple definition for the stratifica
tion parameter which we define as the nondimensional integral density deficit 
(for n — 0),

s = % IM2*) ~ P(zo))dz'
7)2 (18)

which is related to Ft by

5 = K-2 f \ft(C) - FT(Co))dC (19)
•'Co

The dependence of I<t on S for stable stratification is obtained from Let- 
tau’s (1979) approximation for Ft and is shown in Fig. 6 (thin curve). We 
have chosen Lettau’s results because they contain many cases of extremely 
stable stratification. For convenience in plotting, we use a transformed strat
ification parameter P instead of S, defined as

f fi><7io(l + S), S' > 0 
1 ~log10{l - S), S < 0 (20)

It is straightforward to determine the asymptotic behavior of the function 
Kt(S) for free convection (S —► —oo). This condition may occur for unsta
ble stratification when »,-+0. In this case, KT does not depend on v* and 
F(S) oc S1/2. For stable stratification (S > 0), the situation becomes more 
complicated. Turbulence theory predicts that when Ri > Ricr, turbulence 
collapses and thus turbulent diffusion does not occur. In reality, however, 
finite heat fluxes, obtained by averaging over sufficiently long periods, do 
occur when Ri > Ricr, as confirmed by Lettau (1978). Thus, the function 
K(P) does not approach zero even for large values of P.

The primary advantage of similarity theory in this case is that it does 
not require a priori knowledge of the mechanisms which produce the mixing. 
We have assumed that only the external forcing (characterized by vt) and 
the stratification (which is expressed in terms of the integral density deficit) 
are important. For unstable stratification, mixing is produced mainly by 
the conversion of potential energy to the kinetic energy of turbulence. For 
neutral stratification, mixing exhibits the expected properties of a neutrally- 
stratified boundary layer. For stable stratification, the behavior of the tur
bulent mixing coefficient differs depending on the magnitude of the vertical
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density gradient; it may increase with depth (for weak density gradients), but 
generally it decreases due to stratification. Approaching the upper thermo- 
cline, the turbulent mixing coefficient may decrease considerably but it still 
provides for at least limited mixing under conditions of strong stratification. 
If the ML becomes unstable, Kt may increase rapidly with depth, and then 
as the thermocline is approached, it decreases (Fig. 12). A similar situation 
arises in the atmospheric boundary layer when it is topped by an inversion.

The approach described above may appear oversimplified because it does 
not include any mechanisms for the propagation of kinetic energy or the su- 
pression of buoyancy effects. Mechanical energy which is transferred from the 
atmosphere to the ocean generates both surface waves and currents in ap
proximately equal amounts (Chalikov, 1994). Vertical shear associated with 
the near- surface currents produces both turbulence and internal waves. The 
turbulence is partially dissipated through internal friction and mixing which 
increase the potential energy. Surface wave energy propagates over long dis
tances, but is finally converted into (1) turbulence through wave dissipation, 
(2) currents (Chalikov and Belevich, 1994), and (3) internal waves. Vertical 
propagation of kinetic energy results from the stresses produced by currents 
and the diffusion of turbulent energy. For neutral stratification and steady- 
state conditions, the kinetic energy is eventually dissipated into heat. Under 
stratified conditions, a mutual exchange of turbulent and potential energies 
occurs. When the stratification is strongly stable, part of the mechanical 
energy derived from the wind goes into generating internal waves which are 
eventually converted into turbulence.

In summary, although all of the processes which contribute to mixing in 
the upper ocean are not known, we have assumed that the rate of mixing 
at each level depends only on the external momentum flux and the static 
stability of the layer above.
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3. Application of the theory to temperature profiles acquired at 
OWSs PAPA, NOVEMBER and CHARLEY.

3.1 Data processing

In order to evaluate the function KT(P) which defines the nondimen- 
sional mixing coefficient, temperature profiles based on bathythermograph 
(BT) observations at OWS PAPA (145°IV,50°A') for the years 1960-1967 
were used. Each profile consists of 60 temperatures from the surface to a 
depth of 295 m, yelding a vertical resolution Az = 5 to. On average, the 
profiles were taken 3 hours apart. Occasionally there were gaps; one large 
gap of 77 days occurred during 1967. This interval was reconstructed using 
data from other years (via Fourier series expansion). After visual inspection, 
all profiles were interpolated to a uniform grid with a time step At = 5.2 
hours, using a 4th-order /?-spline interpolant (IMSL, 1991).

It is often difficult to compare one-dimensional models of the upper ocean 
with observed data. First, the data reflect not only local thermodynamic 
interactions with the atmosphere but also the effects of horizontal advec- 
tion. Values for the advective term cwpwUhST/AX, even for weak currents 
(U ~ 0.1 ms"1) and small horizontal temperature gradients (ST/AX ~ 
10-5 Km-1), often exceeds 200 Wm~2 for a layer depth of 50 m. Near ocean 
fronts, the divergence of horizontal heat advection may approach 104 Wm~2, 
far greater than the expected heat exchange across the ocean surface itself. 
Thus, temperature variations due to local thermodynamic processes may of
ten be obscured by the ffects of horizontal advection. A second source of 
error in estimating heat storage is due to the accuracy of the temperature 
measurements themselves (~ 0.1 K).

The function KT(P) may be derived directly from the initial temperature 
profiles on the basis of the heat diffusion equation:



From this equation the the heat diffusion coefficient may be obtained accord
ing to

H(z)
Kt ~ dT ’ (22)

dz

where
Hit) rh° dT

(23)
CwPw mdz’I. 

is the vertical heat flux and ha is the depth of the active layer. It was as
sumed in deriving 22 and 23 that H = 0 at z — ha.

Clearly, this method will often yield unacceptable results because it is 
based on finite differences where the observational noise is greatly amplified. 
To illustrate the magnitude of this problem, we estimate the possible error 
in heat flux by calculating the flux at the top of a unit water column with 
depth Az = 5 m for a temperature chnge AT = 0.1 K over a time interval 
At — 5 hours. Then

H = cwpw-^-Az - 117 Wm 2. (24)

This calculation shows that such errors can lead to fictitious heat fluxes which 
may exceed expected background levels. It also illustrates a major difference 
between atmospheric and oceanic boundary layers. If we assume that the 
vertical heat and momentum fluxes in air and water are of the same order, 
where the ratio of the vertical exchange coefficients in air {Ka) and water 
(Kw) is approximately equal to

v*w/v*a = yjpajpw — 0.03, (25)
and the ratio of the vertical temperature difference in water (ATw) to air 
(ATa) is ~ 10~2, then the heat exchange in the ML may arise from very small 
temperature gradients which cannot be estimated accurately using routine 
oceanographic measurements. As a result, the ML appears to be homoge
neous only because the specific heat capacity and the density are both large. 
In particular,

supercritical bulk Richardson numbers may, in fact, occur when the strat
ification appears to be neutral.
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Clearly, the ML is mixed only to the extent that the vertical gradients 
which occur in this region are much smaller than those in the underlying 
thermocline. According to our previous estimate of the thermal time scales 
for the ML, temperature variations which originate at the surface propa
gate downward slowly so that instantaneous heat flux profiles in the ML are 
expected to be complicated functions of depth (Fig. 13). Finally, calcula
tions of the vertical heat flux produced noise levels approaching values of 
±15, OOObFm-2! Thus, it was necessary to further pre-process the tempera
ture profile data to reduce the noise to an acceptable level.

We have first attempted to reduce instrumental high-frequency noise by 
applying a Fourier transform to the time series of temperature at each level 
to obtain smooth estimates of T(z), where

0, if Fin(z,uc) - Fin(z,u) < (ST)2/2,A2(z,u;) (26)A2(z ,lv), otherwise,

A(z,u>) is the amplitude of the Fourier transform of temperature at each 
level, u is the radian frequency, and Fin(z,u>) is the integrated temperature 
spectrum defined as

Fin(z,u>) = A2(uj,z)du (27)

where uc = 2tt/At is the cut-off frequency and ST — 0.1 K is the instru
mental error. This procedure removes the high-frequency fluctuations with 
dispersion {ST)2/2, effectively smoothing the data. However, this procedure 
was not able to eliminate the fluctuations due to horizontal advection which 
occurred at considerably lower frequencies.

The seasonal evolution of the internal temperature field has been tracked 
by cross-correlating SST with the temperature at various levels below the 
surface. The resulting ensemble of cross-correlation functions is shown in 
Fig. 1. The correlations decrease and the phase shifts increase with increas
ing depth down to 150 m. Correlations below 150 m increase slightly and 
then decrease at deeper levels. The correlation structure below 150 m is 
evidently the result of larger-scale ocean-atmosphere interactions.

In pre-processing this data, we have assumed that the horizontal vari
ability is coherent over depth. To suppress the fluctuations produced by
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advection at depths > 150 ra, the following recursive algorithm was applied 

A2(zi) — max(0, A2(zi) — ^ A2(zj)), i = n,n — 1, ...1 (28)
zi<.z>150m

where the amplitudes of the deeper fluctuations were extracted from Fourier 
spectra calculated at each level. 10

Vertical profiles of the standard deviation of temperature obtained before 
and after applying (28) above are shown in Fig.2. As expected, the disper
sion approaches zero at z = 150 m. After excluding ’deep-water’ modes from 
the spectra, the temperature variations in the upper layer became smooth 
enough to calculate reliable heat fluxes.

To check the effectiveness of the filtering procedure above, we compared 
the evolution of heat storage obtained by direct calculation of temperature 
averaged over depth, and through calculations of surface heat exchange.

The heat storage of the upper ocean can be estimated according to

Qa(t) = H-1 [° T(t)dz, (29)
J Ha

The results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 5 (upper frame).

An alternate method for the evaluation of Qa consists of calculating a 
surface heat balance using meteorological observations. Unfortunately, sig
nificant errors also arise in estimating the various components of the surface 
heat balance. To calculate the sensible and latent heat fluxes and the friction 
velocities, four methods have been applied. The first method was similar to 
the scheme developed by Large and Pond (1981, 1982). The second method 
was based on nondimensional wind and temperature profiles obtained as 
semi-analytic solutions of the Mellor-Yamada Level 2 simplified turbulence 
closure scheme (Lobocki, 1993) together with the relationship for the ther
mal and dynamical roughness parameters derived by Liu et al. (1979). The 
third method, similar to the second, further assumed that the thermal and

10It was assumed that in the process of filtering, the phases of the remaining Fourier 
modes were left unchanged.
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dynamical roughness parameters were essentially equal. The fourth scheme 
was based on the Businger-Dyer relationship for unstable conditions (Monin 
and Yaglom, 1971). For very stable conditions, it employs a correction for 
nondimensional wind and temperature profiles to account for the mixing 
associated with intermittent turbulent episodes. These four methods for cal
culating the heat fluxes gave results which differ by ±20 Wm~2. This range 
of uncertainty imposes a lower limit on the accuracy of estimating the sur
face fluxes by indirect methods. Because highly accurate data on surface 
heat fluxes are not available, we do not have a clear-cut basis for choosing 
any particular method. We have chosen (albeit somewhat arbitrarily), the 
third method which assumes that the dynamical and thermal roughness pa
rameters are essentially equal. This method did, in fact, yield the smallest 
8-year mean (residual) surface heat balance.

For calculating the incoming solar and long-wave radiation balance we 
have used an empirical method which relies on observed temperature and 
humidity and subjective estimates of total cloudiness (e.g., Martin, 1985). 
Precise calculations of the radiative fluxes are very sensitive to cloud amount 
and the associated properties of clouds. Thus, the results of indirect calcu
lations often differ from actual measurements (e.g., Simpson and Paulson, 
1979). This result has also been confirmed from radiation measurements 
acquired at OWS CHARLEY (Kazakov and Lukhachev, 1988). Differences 
between calculated and measured radiative fluxes are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. 
The large values of the shortwave and longwave radiation fluxes are clearly 
underestimated. These values in turn cause the amplitude of the annual 
variation in the surface heat balance to be underestimated.

The integral heat exchange, Qa, has been calculated using meteorological 
observations over an 8-year period at OWS PAPA as follows,

Qa® = cwPwHa l H^dt (30)

Estimates of the integral heat exchange Qa obtained from 29 and 30 are 
similar, but the amplitude of the annual variation in heat content is larger 
than the heat exchange itself (Fig 5, bottom panel). This discrepancy occurs 
because of inaccuracies in the heat balance calculations, and from incom
plete removal of the contributions from horizontal advection. Nevertheless,
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both methods give results which are in reasonable agreement. Note that the 
heat storage calculated from ( 29) using the unprocessed temperature data 
completely disagrees with the surface heat exchange, making it impossible to 
estimate Kt with any reliability in this case.

Next, we use the pre- processed temperature data to estimate K(S) which 
also requires salinity to calculate the stratification parameter. Because salin
ity data were not available at OWS PAPA, the annual salinity cycle was 
taken from the monthly-averaged salinity profiles of Tabata and Peart (1985). 
These data were interpolated to the previous 5 m vertical temperature grid 
and expanded in a Fourier series to estimate the instantaneous values of 
salinity. Extinction of the incoming solar radiation was then calculated for 
type II waters according to Jerlov (1976).

3.2 Evaluation of Kt

The analytic form of Kt(S) was obtained by direct solution of the heat 
diffusion equation,

dT d dT dFs
--
dt
------

 
- = 

d
—I<t------ 1 1 (31)z dz

---
 

----- ----
d
----
z
-----

where Fs is the solar heat flux. It was assumed that

STKtTz+F, = H. at z = 0
ST

Kj—.—h Fs — 0, at z = 300 m oz

This method relies on the high heat capacity of the ocean and, thus, 
significantly reduces the influence of noise. It minimizes the rms difference 
between the observed and simulated temperature profiles through succes
sive corrections to K. Since this function has many degrees-of-freedom, we 
restrict its form by the use of a simple approximation. Using the results of 
Lettau (1979) as a first-guess (Fig. 6), the following three-parameter formula
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has been chosen to accomphsh this,

ic _ \ (1 -AS)0'5, if £ < 0 
T \ (1 + aS)-*, if £ > 0

where a, (3 and A are estimated from the of data.

Equation (31) was solved semi-implicitly, using the turbulent mixing co
efficient obtained from the previous time step. This scheme permitted us to 
choose a time step that corresponded to the time interval between the pro
cessed profiles. The first temperature profile was used to establish the initial 
conditions. The integration was performed for time steps of At — 5.2 hours 
for N=13,340 steps.

To evaluate the results, vertical profiles of the bias and rms differences 
were calculated between the simulated and observed temperatures where

1 NATbias = ~jy^2(Tcalc ~ Tobs) (33)

/ 1 N \ !/2
ATrms = Y,(Tcaic - Tobs)2J (34)

The largest rms error (8T — max(ATrms)) that occurred over depth was 
used as an objective criterion for accuracy. Smaller values of 6T in the vicinity 
of 1 K were concentrated along the curve in (a, f3) space. A minimum 6T 
of 0.83 K occurred at a = 5.0, /9 = 1.80. As a result, the nondimensional 
function Kj(S) assumed the following form (Fig. 6, thick line)

(1 - 0.8£)°-5, if £ < 0 
(35)(1 + 5.0£)-18, if £ > 0

The results were insensitive to the value of A chosen over the range 0.01 < 
A < 1.5. Thus, we conclude that for unstable stratification, the turbulent 
mixing coefficient should be large enough to produce homogeneity, but that 
its precise value is not important. Consequently, we have chosen A = 0.8, 
taken from Lettau (1979). However, the results are very sensitive to the 
functional form of KT{S) for 0 < £ < 104, the interval which is responsible 
for the formation of the upper thermocline.
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3.3 Simulations at OWS PAPA

The data used to evaluate the two numerical constants in (32) were next 
used to simulate the 8-year evolution of the upper ocean at OWS PAPA 
(145oW,50°V). Vertical profiles of ATj,,os and ATrms between observed and 
simulated temperatures at OWS PAPA indicate that the maximum bias does 
not exceed 0.5 K and the maximum rms does not exceed 1 K (Fig. 7). The 
observed and simulated temperatures at depths of 0 — 60 m are displayed 
in Fig. 8. The observed data are still somewhat noisy after filtering, but 
the simulated variations in temperature (in response to surface forcing) are 
generally in good agreement with the observations. Sequences of observed 
(filtered) and simulated profiles for the year 1966 with intervals of about 
3 days between profiles are displayed in Figs. 9 and 10, respectively. Al
though the observed and simulated profiles are generally similar, many of 
the details in the observed profiles are not reproduced. Such discrepancies 
may be due to the residual influences of horizontal and vertical advection. 
Vertical profiles of the stratification parameter P, and the turbulent mixing 
coefficient I<T, are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 where the upper layer was al
ways assumed to be well-mixed. Negative values of P (and S) correspond 
to periods of convection where the turbulent mixing coefficient produces a 
homogeneous ML, particularly during the fall and winter. Approaching the 
thermocline, the stratification becomes stable, but the turbulent mixing coef
ficient is still large enough to produce extensive turbulent entrainment. This 
smooth transition from moderate to very stable stratification occurs because 
of our appropriate choice of the integral stratification parameter.

In summer, the upper ocean is generally stable, but isolated episodes of 
convection produced by transient atmospheric disturbances or diurnal cool
ing may occur. The vertical heat flux profiles shown in Fig. 13 exhibits 
irregular behavior with large fluxes occurring sporadically throughout the 
sequence. This ’intermittence’ was produced partly by truncation effects 
which caused large gradients to migrate abruptly from one layer to the next. 
Additional calculations using increased vertical resolution show that these 
large, intermittent vertical fluxes occur more frequently but with decreased 
amplitudes.The primary reason for these fluctuations is due to the sharp in
creases in wind forcing or surface cooling which cause the upper thermocline 
to retreat, often followed by periods of transient heat fluxes. Additional cal-
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culations confirm that these heat fluxes do, upon occasion, greatly exceed the 
surface heat fluxes. Thus, the heat that enters the ocean across its surface is 
initially stored in the ML, and the large heat fluxes within the ocean interior 
occur only infrequently.

Because Kj{S) was derived for the specific conditions at OWS PAPA, 
its applicability to other oceanic regions was initially open to question. To 
examine this issue, we subsequently apply this model to other oceanic regions.

3.4 Simulations at OWS CHARLEY

The temperature and salinity data for OWS CHARLEY (53°N, 35°W) 
contain hourly profiles at standard depths down to 2 = 500 m and meteo
rological data which include direct observations of shortwave and longwave 
radiation (Kazakov and Lukhachev, 1988) for a period of one year. A com
parison of the observed and calculated radiation balance is shown in Figs. 3 
and 4. Missing data were reproduced using the same method that was used 
in processing the data from PAPA. Vertical profiles of the bias and the rms 
differences between the observed and simulated temperatures are shown in 
Fig. 14. The ratio of the rms SST to the rms temperature at 300 m is 
approximately equal to 6, thus, most of the anuual variability is produced 
by local interactions with the atmosphere. A comparison of the initially- 
unprocessed and the simulated evolution of the thermal structure at OWS 
CHARLEY for different depths shows that our model reproduces the annual 
variation of temperature reasonably well (Fig. 15).

3.5 Simulations at OWS NOVEMBER

To further validate our results from PAPA, we used 10 years of data (1960 
to 1970) from OWS NOVEMBER (30°N, 140°W). This station is located in 
a region of variable thermal structure due, in part, to its close proximity to 
the Subtropical Front in the northeast Pacific (Tomczak and Godfrey, 1994). 
A standard deviation of temperature at NOVEMBER is given by curve 3 in 
Fig 16. As seen, an annual variability of temperature at NOVEMBER is very 
large up to depth 300 m. A static stability below 100 — 150 m is very high 
during entire year, thus, much of the variability at NOVEMBER may not be
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due to local forcing and it becomes more difficult to compare the observed 
and simulated data in this case. Nevertheless, we have proceeded to explore 
the applicability of the function Kt, derived from PAPA data, to simulate the 
10-year evolution of vertical temperature structure at NOVEMBER. These 
data consist of 10206 temperature profiles which have been interpolated to a 
regular, 5 m vertical grid. Again, the data were noisy, irregularly spaced in 
time, and gappy, but on this occasion we were not able to interpolate these 
data successfully using Fourier techniques and a comparison calculated data 
were made with unfiltrated observational data. Vertical profiles of ATbias and 
ATrms between observed and simulated temperatures at OWS NOVEMBER 
indicate that the maximum bias does not exceed 0.7 K and the maximum 
rms does not exceed 1.5 ff (Fig. 16). The observed and simulated temper
atures at depths of 0 — 120 m are displayed in Fig. 17. The observed data 
are very noisy, but the simulated variations in temperature are in reasonable 
agreement with the observations.

4. Cases of idealized forcing

Following our previous discussion, the evolution of the thermohaline struc
ture of the upper ocean may be described by the heat diffusion equation (31) 
and the following equation for salinity diffusion

ds _ d ds 
dt ~ ~dzK°~dz

The boundary conditions at z = 0 are K= H/(cwpw) and K~ = G, where 
H and G are the surface fluxes of heat and salt, respectively. In the following 
analysis, we use a linearized equation of state for sea water p' = olT + /3 s' 
(where p\ T1 and s' axe perturbations of density, temperature and salinity, 
respectively, a = ^ and /? = |^,). Incoming solar radiation is not included 
here. We also assume that Kj = Ks. Next, we introduce the equation of 
density diffusion, forced by the surface mass flux M = ac^H + pw(3G.
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4.1 Constant heating and cooling

First, we consider the case where an initially stratified liquid with a con
stant density gradient dp/dz > 0 (for the 2 axis pointing downward), is 
modified under the action of a constant surface stress To, and a constant 
surface heat flux, H0. For convenience, we use the water friction velocity 
v* = \jr/pw instead of r. Using the buoyancy parameter g/p0, we now in
troduce the Monin-Obukhov length (L) and density (/>*) scales and a time 
scale 1*, where

T   PQV♦ = M U=LL gM (37)
A dimensionless equation for density diffusion is obtained, where

dp _ d_f>dl (38)dt dz dz

where the tilde (~) indicates the nondimensional variables. At z = 0 the 
non dimensional density flux 7L§| is equal to 1 and the initial condition be
comes p = 7z. Thus, the solution depends only on one parameter, the initial 
density gradient, 7 = dp/dz.

The evolution of the ML depth (depth of the maximum density gradient) 
under conditions of surface heating and initially neutral stratification (7 = 
0) has been calculated (Fig. 18, Curve 1). The remaining curves in Fig. 
18 have been calculated for several density gradients under conditions of 
cooling (positive surface mass flux). The ML depth is shallow under these 
conditions. A sequence of nondimensional density, stratification, turbulent 
mixing coefficient, and heat flux profiles for initially neutral stratification is 
displayed in Fig. 19. A positive density flux occurs only at the top of the 
ML. A much larger negative density flux occurs near the bottom of the ML 
due to mixing in the upper thermocline. The evolution of nondimensional 
density, stratification, turbulent mixing coefficient, and heat flux profiles for 
this regime is displayed in Fig. 20.

Profiles for unstable stratification show that the ML is more homogeneous 
and much deeper than it was for the case of heating. Most of the ML par
ticipates in the convection in this case when the stratification parameter S
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is negative. Also, the surface density flux, although small in absolute value, 
is positive compared with the negative heat flux that occurs in the upper 
thermocline. Thus, cooling of the ML during the fall occurs through the 
turbulent entrainment of cold water, producing a ML which deepens with 
time.

4.2 Wind mixing

Next, we consider the evolution of an initially stratified upper ocean with 
an initial density gradient 7 = dp/dz, forced by a wind stress which is 
characterized by the water friction velocity Scales for the length //, 
density p', and time i'm now take the form

At z — 0, the nondimensional density flux is equal to 0 and the initial 
condition becomes p = 1 + z. Evolution of the density structure for the 
upper layer for pure wind mixing is shown in Fig. 21. This case is similar to 
the case for surface cooling, but is less intense because of the stratification.

4.3 Free convection

The present scheme does not account for free convection above a stratified 
layer, although (35) has the correct asymptotic form. Unstable stratification 
occurs at the top of the ML, but stable stratification occurs below (Fig. 11). 
In this case, when u* = 0, the stratification parameter S is not defined. How
ever, this condition is not critical for the parameterization of mixing because 
the wind speed is rarely equal to zero, plus the results are not strongly de
pendent on this value in any case. However, this scheme can be extended to 
include free convection. In this case, for M < 0, the friction velocity can be 
replaced by the sum of the friction velocity and the convective velocity scales 
(e.g., Beljaards, 1994), where the convective velocity scale w„ is

W* = ac ^-yMhrn^j (40)

By replacing the friction velocity by the sum of the friction velocity and the
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convective velocity scale, we obtain

Kt = K(vl + wiy'2zF(S') (41)

O, _ (p(z>) - p(z))dz'
(42)vl + wl

where hm is the depth of the ML and ac is an empirical constant, which, 
according to data obtained in the ASL, is close to unity (Monin and Yaglom, 
1971).

4.4 Diffusion of momentum.

The only dynamical parameter needed to reproduce the evolution of the 
thermohaline structure of the upper ocean is the surface wind stress. An 
important additional characteristic of the upper ocean is the vertical distri
bution of currents. To calculate current profiles, it is necessary to estimate 
the value of the momentum exchange coefficient, I<M. According to Monin- 
Obukhov similarity theory, the turbulent Prandtl number Pr = KM/KT is 
a function of the nondimensional vertical coordinate ( = z/L. As was seen 
earlier, ( is related to the nonlocal stratification parameter 5, so that Pr 
may be expressed as a function of S. This dependence has been calculated 
using Lettau’s (1979) data to obtain the following approximate relation for 
Pr,

—0.67 + 0.1383P, if P < -0.6, 
log10Pr = < 0.364P + 0.165P2 - 0.082P3 - 0.0770P4, if —0.6 < P < 0.8, 

0.079 +0.3017P, if P > 0.8,
c , , (43)

where P is the transformed stratification parameter given in (20). Relation 
(43) assumes that Km is slightly less than Kt for unstable stratification, but 
may be several times larger than KT for stable stratification.

4.5 Mixing at deeper levels

Mixing in the ocean interior below the seasonal thermocline (150-300m) is 
poorly understood. However, it may be taken into account using a constant
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(residual) value for the mixing coefficient. This mixing, although less intense 
than mixing near the surface, is responsible for interannual variability of the 
thermal structure below the seasonally active ocean layer.

5. Related topics

5.1 The influence of vertical resolution

The temperature profiles observed at OWS’s PAPA, CHARLEY and 
NO- VEMBER were simulated using a uniform vertical grid with spacing 
of Az = 5 m. A temperature diffusion equation identical to (8) was solved 
using a semi-implicit scheme where the turbulent mixing coefficient was taken 
from the previous time step. The time steps were varied from 1 to 5 hours. 
The results were not sensitive to the choice of time step.

A model simulation was performed on a nonuniform vertical grid for a 
layer depth ha and stretched according to a logarithmic transformation. In 
most models of the upper ocean, the turbulent mixing coefficient decreases 
rapidly with depth. This property leads to the formation of high gradients 
in the upper thermocline. In our scheme, the turbulent mixing coefficient 
profile tends to be smoother than it is in models which are based on closure 
schemes. We have examined the possibility that the occurrence of large ver
tical gradients of the turbulent mixing coefficient may cause various models 
to become highly sensitive to the choice of vertical resolution. To illustrate 
this effect, we performed a series of model simulations for idealized annual 
forcing for different vertical resolutions for the upper 200m. In this layer, a 
vertical resolution of 1 m was initially adopted. The results obtained using 
this resolution were accepted as the ’exact’ solution. The deviations that 
occurred when lower resolutions were used are presented in Figs. 22 and 
23. The dependence of these results on vertical resolution was unexpectedly 
large. For typical resolutions in the upper layer of the order of 20m, the rms 
differences in some cases exceeded 1 K, compared to the ’exact’ solution. It 
is likely that better results may be obtained by an appropriate modification
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of Kj(S). This function is a model-specific construct and should be chosen 
and tuned with empirical data for the particular vertical resolution chosen.

5.2 Assimilation of sea surface temperature (SST) and its predictability

We have investigated several simple schemes for vertical assimilation, 
where the observed SSTs were assimilated using unit weighting. An observed 
temperature profile was used to generate the necessary initial conditions. 
Any assimilation procedure that blends observed SSTs into model-generated 
fields must take into account the vertical structure of the upper ocean. The 
best results were obtained with the following scheme for extrapolating the 
observed surface temperature To(0) to subsurface levels

W Uhm) + (r„(o) - r.(Am))gt£g=], if r„(0) > r,(o)
(44)min(Ts(z),T0( 0)), otherwise

where Ts is the temperature before, and Ta the temperature after, assimila
tion, and hm is the ML depth defined as before. Assimilation of the observed 
SST, To(0), is different for cases when the observed SST is larger than the 
simulated (i.e., model-derived) Ts, and vice versa. When the observed SST 
exceeds the simulated SST, the difference To(0) - Ts(hm) is distributed over 
the depth of the ML proportional to the nondimensional density profile (e.g., 
normalized by the difference p(0)-p(Hm)). When the observed SST is lower 
than the simulated value, the temperature To(0) replaces the simulated tem
perature Ts(z) to the depth where they become equal. Our results show that 
this approach does not destroy the previous vertical structure of the upper 
ocean.

This algorithm was used to assimilate SSTs in the simulations of tem
perature evolution at OWS PAPA. Significant error reduction occurred for 
predicted temperatures at the top of the ML (z < 50 m); below the ML, the 
errors increased slightly (Fig. 24). These results were then used to calculate 
correlations between the observed and simulated SST and temperature at 
lower levels. By removing seasonal effects (Fig. 1), we calculated the corre
lations of the temperature deviations from the annual mean (i.e., anomaly 
correlations), averaged over an 8-year period. The results are shown in Fig.
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25. Hindcasted SSTs also produced relatively high levels of predictability. 
Contrary to our initial expectations, however, more frequent assimilation of 
SSTs did not improve the agreement between the simulated and observed pro
files significantly. Finally, for hindcasts produced over longer time periods, 
the correlations remained statistically significant (0.6-0.7). A predictability 
of temperature at deeper levels is significantly lower, because there was not 
assimilation.

The results obtained on the sensitivity of the simulation of the tempera
ture profiles to the choice of vertical resolution and on SST data assimilation, 
are preliminary but suggest that additional work is needed in these areas.

6. Concluding remarks

Many mechanisms contribute to the vertical heat and mass exchange in 
the upper ocean. Consequently, it is difficult to parameterize such phenom
ena on a purely theoretical basis. We have developed a new approach for 
predicting the evolution of the upper ocean under the action of variable forc
ing using observational data. This approach is based on a modification of 
Monin-Obukhov similarity theory for stratified boundary layers. This theory 
has been reformulated to account for the large thermohaline inertia of the 
upper ocean. It has been assumed that the dynamical structure of the up
per ocean is primarily influenced by the mean surface forcing. The vertical 
density structure is characterized by a stratification parameter which takes 
into account the density deficit (or potential energy) as a function of depth. 
Observed temperature profiles were used to determine the appropriate scal
ing and a nondimensional turbulent mixing coefficient as a function of the 
stratification parameter. This approach is not restricted to the mixed layer, 
but includes the upper thermocline as well. As a result, it may be used to 
simulate short-term fluctuations plus the seasonal and interannual variability 
of the upper ocean.

The above scheme is based on the governing diffusion equations for tem
perature, salinity and momentum which include the turbulent mixing coeffi
cients for heat, and momentum exchange; these coefficients, in turn, depend
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on a predefined stratification parameter. This approach has been validated 
by simulating the evolution of the upper ocean in three widely separated 
oceanic regions. Overall, the results of these simulations confirm that this 
simple scheme for turbulent mixing is able to reproduce the annual evolution 
of the upper ocean and smaller-scale perturbations due to weather- related 
synoptic disturbances rather well. It has also yielded results which are equiva
lent to those obtained using more complicated turbulent closure models (e.g. 
Martin, 1985, Kantha and Clayson, 1995). Our approach, because of its 
mathematical simplicity, computational efficiency, and reasonable accuracy 
is well-suited for implementation in large- and mesoscale ocean models.

One limitation of the approach given here is that it is strictly valid only 
for an ocean boundary layer forced by local interactions with the atmosphere. 
Upon occasion, however, turbulence may be created in regions where large 
gradients are produced by baroclinic currents. Clearly, when turbulence is 
generated in this manner, our scheme will underestimate the intensity of ver
tical mixing.

Assimilation of SST data based on modified temperature profiles for the 
upper ocean showed considerable improvement for SST hindcasts, for rela
tively low rates of assimilation (once per month). If assimilation is performed 
more frequently, it was found that the data may not always be consistent with 
model output. This problem may be reduced by further adjustments to the 
derived nondimensional turbulent mixing coefficient, KT(S).

The results of simulating thermal structure in the mixed layer and the 
upper thermocline are particularly sensitive to vertical resolution. However, 
this problem is inherent to any model which employs a variable turbulent 
mixing coefficient. It is very possible that the derived functionKT(S) will 
not produce optimum results if it is implemented directly in models with low 
vertical resolution. However, it should be possible to apply this function to 
a modified vertical grid with increased resolution or to use a nested vertical 
grid to obtain satisfactory results.
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Figure captions

Fig.l Cross-correlation of SST with temperature at different levels (the depths 
(m) are shown in the legend).

Fig. 2 Vertical profiles of observed temperature standard deviation: 1 - be
fore processing; 2 - after reduction of the noise and fluctuations produced by 
advection.

Fig. 3 Dependence of difference between calculated and measured surface 
shortwave radiation fluxes at OWS CHARLEY relative to the measured val
ues. Vertical bars denote variability, dotted line is the number of cases (right 
axis).

Fig. 4 The same as in Fig. 3, but for longwave radiation.

Fig. 5 Temporal evolution of heat storage (formula (29)) and integrated sur
face heat balance (formula 30) for OWS PAPA. For easy comparison curve 
calculated with Eq. 29 is shifted vertically to constant (^a(O).

Fig. 6. Dependence of nondimensional turbulent mixing coefficient Kt = 
Kt/(kv,z) on the stratification parameter P for stable stratification. The 
thin curve is calculated using Lettau’s (1979) approximation obtained for a 
stable atmospheric surface layer. The solid curve was obtained by minimiz
ing the deviations between the observed and simulated temperature profiles 
for OWS PAPA.

Fig. 7 Vertical profiles of bias AT (curve 1), ATrms(C) difference between 
observed and calculated temperatures (curve 2), and dispersion of observed 
temperature (curve 3) for 1960-1967 at OWS PAPA.

Fig. 8 Observed and simulated evolution of temperature at different levels 
for OWS PAPA.

Fig. 9 Sequence of observed temperature profiles T(z)(C) for 1966 year with 
a time interval of approximately 3 days.
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Fig. 10. Similar to Fig. 9 but for simulated temperature profiles T(z)(C).

Fig. 11. Similar to Fig. 9 but for the nondimensional stratification parame
ter P (formula 20).

Fig. 12. Similar Fig. 9 but for /o<710(.R(m2c_1)).

Fig. 13. Similar Fig 9 but for transformated vertical heat flux H, where

of log10(l + H(Wm->)), H> 0
1 ~log10( 1 - H(Wm~2)), H < 0 (45j

Fig. 14. Bias (curve 1), rms difference (C) between simulated and observed 
temperatures for OWS CHARLEY (curve 2), standard deviation of observed 
temperature (curve 3) for 1 year.

Fig. 15. Observed and simulated annual evolution of temperature at differ
ent levels for OWS CHARLEY.

Fig. 16. Bias (curve 1), rms difference between simulated and observed 
temperature deviation from T(z=200m) for OWS NOVEMBER (curve 2), 
Dispersion of observed (curve 3) and measured temperature deviation from 
T(z = 200m) (curve 4) for 10-year period.

Fig 17. Observed and simulated evolution of temperature deviation fromT(z = 
200m) at different levels for OWS NOVEMBER.

Fig. 18. Evolution of nondimensional mixed layer depth h — h/L for con
stant forcing. Curve 1: 10h, negative mass flux, initial density gradient 
7 = 0. Curves 2-10 - positive mass flux: curve 2 -gamma = 100, 3 - 7 = 200,
4 - 7 = 300, 5 - 7 = 400, 6 - 7 = 500, 7 - 7 = 600, 8 - 7 = 700, 9 - 7 = 800, 
10 - 7 = 900, 11 - 7 = 1000.

Fig. 19. Sequence of nondimensional density , stratification, turbulent mix
ing coefficient and density flux profiles with a nondimensional time interval 
t = 1000 for initially neutral stratification and negative mass flux.
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Fig. 20. Sequence of nondimensional density , stratification, turbulent mix
ing coefficient and density flux profiles with nondimensional time interval 
At = 1000 for 7 = 100.

Fig. 21. Sequence of nondimensional density , stratification, turbulent mix
ing coefficient and density flux profiles with nondimensional time interval 
t — 1000 for pure wind forcing and an initially stably stratified ocean.

Fig. 22. Effect of vertical resolution for model annual forcing simulated for a 
logarithmically stretched vertical grid. Solid line 1 represents the annual dis
persion for the ’exact’ solution (top axis). Left-hand curves (top axis) show 
rms difference and the middle curves (bootom axis) show the bias between 
the ’exact’ solution (with 200 points in a layer 0 — 200m thick and an upper 
vertical step Azi = 0.02 m) and solutions for : 2 — L = 79, Az\ =2 m, 
3 — L = 46, Azi = 4 m, 4 — L — 32, Azi = 6 m, 5 — L = 24, Azi = 8 m, 
6 — L = 19, Az1 = 10 m, 7 — L — 16, Azi = 12 m, 8 — L = 14, A^ = 14 m, 
9-L = 12, A*! = 16 m, 10-1 = U,Az1 = 18 m, 11-2, = 11, Azx = 20 m.

Fig. 23. Annual evolution of SST simulated with model forcing for different 
vertical resolutions (see caption to Fig. 22).

Fig 24. Effect of SST data assimilation once per month. The vertical pro
files of bias AT (curve 1), rms ATrms difference between observed and cal
culated temperature (curve 2) and dispersion of observed temperature (fil- 
tered)(curve 3)obtained by simulating 8 years of data at OWS PAPA. Com
pare with results without data assimilation in Fig. 7.

Fig. 25. Correlation observed and simulated temperature anomalies at dif
ferent depths for OWS PAPA calculated over an ensemble of 96 consecutive 
month at w/s PAPA after SST monthly assimilation.
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